
Tagungsbericht 27/1995
Schrödingeroperatoren

09.07. - 15.07.1995

Thc rneeting was organized by M. Demuth (Clausthai) and V. Enß (Aachen), the 38
participants came frolll 14 countries.

30th deterministic and random Schrödinger operators were studied in particular those
with Inagnetic fields or a periodic background.

Special cI11phasis wa..~ on detailed properties of the point spectrum generated in spectral
ga.ps by delcrrninistic potentials, by boundary conditions, or by randorn perturbations.
Other topics included estinlates of semigroups generated by Schrödinger and more general
higher order operators, rnodeJs for bulk Inatter and stability cf matter, direct and inverse
scattcring theory.
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Vortragsauszüge

The Spectral Function and Principal Eigenvalues far
Schrödinger Operators
Wolfgang Arendt
In the first part of thc talk thc spectral function A t-----+ s{ß - AV) is studied, whcre
V E Ll

oc
{IR N) , V- E Kato's dass and s{ß - AV) = sup a(ß - AV) denotes thc spcc

tral bound (i~e. top of the spectrum). It is areport on joint work with C. Datty (Potentia.l
Analysis, to appear). The aim is to find Al > 0 such that s(ß - Al V) = 0 and 'lt > 0 such

~ - -- --that-(-A---Al-\L)u-=-O-(assumingJt---=:iJlL. A_I)~~ inter~s~}ng case considered in the second
part is V E LN / 2 • Tt can be treated by considering ~(ß ~.~V) Irlsteadof-~ --='--XV OTla.
weighted L 2 -space. We conclude by an open problem: Let 0 ~ V E LC'O(IR N

) such t.hat
s(6. - V) < O. Is A~ s(ß - AV) strictly decreasing?

Haw to Construct Self-adjoint Extensions with Prescribed
Spectral Properties
J.F. Brasche
Let fI be a symlnetric operator in ,SOIne separable complex Hilbert space with infinite
deficiency indices and a gap J. Let. Sac, Sp and F be the support of SOITIe absolutcl.y
continuous nleasure, some countable set and the closure of sonle open set, respectivcly.
give a metho~ how to constrllct a self-adjoint extension iI of IJ such that

CTsc(H) n J = F n J. , G'ac(ii) n J = 0.

Under an ajditional assumption about H I give a method how to construet a self-adjoint_
extension H of H such that

aac(FI) n J = Snc n J.

All the mentioned assumptions are satisfied, e.g. by the minimal Laplacian on a non
empty bounded open dOInain in IR d

, d > 1, and by the Ininimal Laplacian on an infinite
disjoint union of non-empty intervals.
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Stocllastic Spectral Tlleory
Jan van Casteren
T'he following topics were discussed:
l. Notation, generalities, pinned Markov process
2. Feynrnan-Kac selnigroups: O-order regular perturbations
:3. Dirichlet senligroups: O-order singuar perturbations, harrnonic functions
4. Sets of finite capacity, wave operators, and related results
.1. SOllte (abstract) problems related to Neumann semigroups: first order perturbations
6. Operator valued Cauchy semigroups ,:..1':

A8 a sitlnple theorem we quote:
Let V, ~V be Kato--Feller potentials with respect to some Halniltonian I{~. If W - V belongs
LO [} (E, 171,), then lhe scaltering systClll (1\"0 + V, 1\"0 + W) is complete. Here 1(0 generales
a Feiler sernigroup in D2( R, 171.). A sirrlilar result is true for singular perturbations of order

O.

SOlne Mathelnatical Aspects of "Quantull1 Chaos"
Monique Combescure
'rltis is joint work with D. Robert. "Quan1urn chaos" is a field of research where one tries
lo see wh(~re, in quantulll rnecha.nics~ is hidden the "seed" of thc chaotic behavior which
seCIllS t.o bc sOlnehow t.lw rule in classical Incchanics. Here I preseilt one of the mathemat
ica.l aspccls of this field, nalncly t.hc aSylllpt.otics when li (Planck constant) goes to zero,
of variOliS f(lIantlllll qllantities~ in a. situatiot'l where the undcrlying cÜissical dynamics is
crgodic: (01' tnixing) 011 thc encrgy surfacc at energy E. Assuming that the spectrum of
our Schrödingcr opera.tor is pllrely discrclc in an inlerval containing the classical energy
E, with corresponding eigenstatcs <.pj(/i.), wc show tha1 under the mixing assumption, the
tllatrix elenlcnls of a suitablc observable A: (<pj(li), A<pk(li)) go to zero as /i ~ 0 for "almos1

cvery j a.nd k" (j ::j:. k) in a suitable sense.

Heat KerneIs alld LP Spectral Theory for Higher Order Elliptic
Operators
E.B. Davies
We c.onsider sclf--adjoint., dliptic operators act.ing on L2(IR N

) with the divergence form

fl.f(x) == L (_l)loIDQ {aoß(x)Dßf}
lol::;m
Iß1::;rn

under t.hc assurnption of conlplex, bounded, rnea:sllrable and uniformly elliptic coefficients.
[f ln == 1 the theory is welt dcvelopcd, hut for 111. > 1 it dcpends heavily upon whether

. ..~
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N < 2711 or not. If N < 2,11, t.hen

for aB t > 0, where I\.~ may be complex but

, _E.. [ Ix - yI2~~I. .] .
1/\ (t, x, y·)1 :s; eIl 2m exp -C2 _1_ + C3 t

t2m-1

for eertain positive eonstants Ci. This bound may be used Lo prove that e- Ht defines a.
strongly eontinuous sernigroup on LP(IR N ) for all 1 :::; p < 00. lf lJp is it8 g.enerator t.hen
one obtains re~olvent bounds of the type

--~-uiz --iJ i-jTI-<~ (1 +lzY-)~-~ -
. p - 11m Zll+'o

for sonlC Q 2:: 01 and all ... f/. R. Thc final conclusion is that thc spectrulll of IIp is
independent of p. Thc above requires N < 21n, and for N > 2,n the situat.ion is entirely
different, unless thc coefficients have sorne loeal regularity properties.

Gaussian Decay of the Magnetic Eigenfullctiol1s
Laszl6 Erdös
We investigate whether the eigenfun~tionsof the two-dimen'sional nlagnctic Schrödinger
operator have a Gallssian decay of type exp( -Cx2

) at infinity (the n1agnetic field is ro
tationally symmetrie). \;Ve establish this decay if thc energy CE) of t.he cigenfunction is
below the bottorn of the essential spectrum (B), and if the angular Fourier componcnts
of the external potential decay exponentially (real analyticity in the angle variable). vVe
also demonstrate that almost the same decay is necessary to enSllre Gaussian decay. rrlH~ ....
behavior of C in the strong field limit and in the small gap (B - E) lirnitis .also studied. ~
The method is probabilistic and it re'lies on a generalized Feynman-Kac formula in thc a.n-
gular rllomentum seetor representation. This involves a Bessel process (duc to the radial
Laplacians aeting in the diagonals) and a Poisson jump process whieh is responsible for thc
transitions between the sectors (duc to thc nonzero offdiagonal elements of the potential).
The formula conlbines the usual Feynman-Kac formula and the well-known representatioll
of the exponential of a finite nlatrix using Poisson processes. Sinee our "rnatrix" is infinite,
the jump r'ates should be renormalized.

"-
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Wanllier-Stark Systems with Singular Interactions
Pavel Exner
We consider a one--dimensional quantum systeln with an equidistant array of 8'-interactions
and a potential unbounded below satisfying certain regularity assumptions. A typical ex
alnple is the 8' Kronig-Penney model with an electric field, H== -dd

2

2 +ß L 8'(x-na)-Fx.
x nEZ

The absolutely continuous spectrum of this Hamiltonian is shown to be empty. We also
formltlate a conjecture concerning the essential spectrum and discuss various generaliza
tions. Alnong theIn are rectangular-graph-Iattice KP models with 8 and 8' coupling; we
show that their band spectra in absence of the external field depend on numb':'er-theoretic
properties of theparameters.

On tlle Regularity of the BOllndary Values of aResolvent Family
Vladimir Georgescu
Let lf, A be sclf-adjoint operators in a I-lilbert space Hand set R(z) == (H - Z)-l für
z E C+ (i.c. {In1 z > O}). We say that 11 is of dass CO(A) for some real a > .0 if the map
T ......-+ e-irAR(=)eirA E 8(1-0 is of Besov dass AO == B~oo. If a > 0 then one can define
t.be open real set /l( /1) as thc set of real A which have a compact neighbourhood T such
that. E(T)[IJ,iA]E(T) ~ aE(T) for some real a > 0 (E == spectral measure of H). We
set n == C+ U Il(H), H" == D(IAI.'» for ,'; > 0, and we identify 'Hs c H == 'H- c H: = 'H- s ;

in particlliar J3(H) C B(Hs ; H- s ). Let 0','" be realoumbers such that 0 < Q < S - ~ aod
aSSlllllC that 11 has a spectral gap aod 11 E C·'+1/2(A). Then the holomorphic function
R(·) : C+ -+ 13(Hs ; H- s ) extends to a function locally of dass As-I/2 on n:: Moreover,
if P_ is thc spcctral projcctioo of A associated to the set (-00,0], then P- R(·) : C+ -+

B('H.,; H s - J - o ) extends 1.0 a functioo locally' of dass AO on n. These results have been
obtained in collaboration with Anne Boutet de Monvel and J. Sahbani.

Isospectral Deformations
Fritz Gesztesy
A const.rllction of isospcctral potentia.ls for üne-dimensional Schrödinger operators H ==
- ::2 + V in I.} (IR. ) is presented. The reslliting isospectral deforma.tions iI = - d~2 + V
are llIlitarily equivalent to 1I and result by deforn1ing a giveo Dirichlet datum (J.l, a) of
I1 (e.g. corresponding to a Dirichlet bouodary condition at x == 0) to a new Dirichlet
datum (ji, ä) of jl. Here It, ji E (a, b), (a, b) c R\spec(H), er, ä E {+, -} and (p, +) (resp.
(/L, -)) denotes the fight (resp. left) Dirichlet eigenvalue of H 00 the half-line (0,00) (resp.
(-00,0)). 'The principal tools involved are factorizations of H ioto products of first-order
differential expressions and Weyl m-function tcchniques.
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Molecular Propagation thraugll Electron Energy Level ~rossings

and A voided Crossings
George E. Hagedorn
This senlinar concerns the quantum rnechanical propagation of nl01ecular systellls. "Ve be-
gin by discussing the Time~DependentBorn-Oppenheimer Approximation that describes e
molecular dynamics and chemical reactions. This standard approxiluation breaks down if
electron energy levels cross one another 01' approach· elose to one another at an "avoidcd
crossing" . .We describe the quantum mechanical phenomena that occur when a lllo)ecular
system propagates through such a crossing or avoided crossing.

Atoms and Moleeules in Electric Fields 
Ira Herbst

- - ~ Joint--wor-kwith-Jacoh M011er_and_ EricS~i9~~~Ll~pres~~~~_on the usual rnodel of charged
non-relativistic part.icles interacting via Coulolnb potentials in-t1~Cl)~a(grolill(r()(ii--con--

stant externat etectric fielel. It is shown that there are 110 bounel states and that thc
Hamilto~ian has purely absolutely continuous spectrum. In fact the scattcring theory

of this system is aSYlnptotically complete. The Coulomb potential is just barely Kato-'
bOllnded in the sense that for any stronger singularity, Ho-houndedne,ss eioes not. hold.
This produces special difficulties over the smooth case in contrast to lnost problclns in
non-relativistic quantum nlcchanics. The Inethods used are based on an idea of finding
observables which at fixed energy are (approximately) increasing in the time (for large lxI).
For exanlple A = E']J 01' more generally E· p +ßlxl-1x· P (ß > 0) where E is tohe elecLrlc
field.

Localizatioll ill Spectral Gaps far Randonl Operators
P.D. Hislop
In joint work with J.M. Barharoux and J.M. Combes, we prove exponentiallocalization in
spectral gaps for various fanlilies of randorn, self-adjoint operators. These exanlples include
additive and'multiplicative perturbations of background operators llo. These unperturbed
operators are assumed to have a gap in their spectrum (B-, B+). The perturbed, randonl
farnilies (Hw(g)) are continuous in 9 and Hw(O) = Ho. The Anderson nlodc1 [/weq) ==
-6. + gVw provides a known exalnple with ]-{o = -ß. Taking lio = -Ll - Vpe.r, for Ci.

periodic potential Vpen we obtain an example, Hw(g) = Ho +gVw , of interest in solid stat.e
physics. We assume that for 9 smalJ, the almost sure spectrum E(g) of I-/w(g) has a. gap
satisfying B- :::; 8-(g) < 8+(g) ::; B+. Under some assumptions on /10 , we prove thc
existence of energies E±(g) satisfying B- :::; E-(g) < B-(g) < B+(g) < E+(g) :::; B+, so
that E(g) n [E-(g), E'+(g)) is pure point with exponentially decaying eigenfunctions anel
IB±(g) - E±(g)! ~ Cg2. In addition to the existence of a gap (B-, B+) for a( f/n), we
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asSUll1C /10 (0:) = einllxll/foe-iollxll is analytic in a strip, that a(Ho) C [-I{o,oo) for sOlne
o < /\'0, a.nd that thc spectral project.ion for Ho and [-1<0' B-] has a kernel with good
off-diagonal decay propcrties.

e On Some Properties of Zero Sets and Critical Sets of Solutions of
Elliptic Equations
Maria Hoffmann-Ostenhof
This is joint work with T. Hoffmann-Ostenhof and N. Nadirashvili. Let u ~ const satisfy
an elliptic equation ~.~

Lou = L aijDiju + L bjDj'u = 0

with SI1100th coefficient.s in a domain in 1R3 . It is shown that the critical set IVul-1{O}
has locally finite l-dilnensional Hausdorff measure. This implies in particuJar that for a
solution u t= 0 of (Lo + c)lI. = 0 with cE coo, the critical zero set 1L-

1 {O} n IVul-1{O} has
loca.lly finite 1~dilne.nsionaJ I-Iausdorff Olcasure.

Ralldolll Schrödinger Operators, Asymptotics of the Integrated
Density of States for a Poisson Potential
Dirk Hundertnlark
This is joint work with Kurt ßroderix, Werner Kirsch and Hajo Leschke. Random Schrö
dinger opera.t.ors a.re supposed to rnodcl effects in solid state physics when the disorder
01' thc Inatter cannot bc neglectcd, e.g. arnorphous semiconductors. In these models thc.
so--called integratcd dCllsity of sta.tcs ([DOS) is of special interest, since it determines the
t.hCrIllostatic propertics of the Illodel. In thc rniddle 70's the leading asymptotic behaviour
of th~ [DOS for low cnergics was est.ahlished rigorously by Pastur and Donsker-Varadhan
for a randorn PoisSOIJ potent.ial with single-site potential decaying algebraically at infinity

_ with rat.e a. 'rhey fOtlud cornplctely different behaviour, depending on whether d < a <
d + 2 ("classical case") 01' 0' > d + 2 (t'quantum case"), respectively. Here d is the space
dilnension. Für cl = 2 we investigate the effect of a nonzero constant magnetic field on the
leading asymptotics of the IOOS. VVe show that there is no transition in the asymptotics
as soon as thc rnagnetic field is nonzero. rrhe asymptotic behaviour for low energies is
always governcd by the "classical result n for all a > 2. This result irnmediately generalizes
to even dinlensions when thc magnetic field tensor has fuH rank..

Stability of Matter in Magnetic Fields
Michael Loss
In thc prescnce of arbitrarily large nHt.gnetic fields, I1latter composed of electrons and nuclei
was known to be unstable if the fine strllcture constant a 01' the nuclear charge Z is too
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large. Joint work with Elliott Lieb anel Jan Philip Solovej is presented, in which it is
. shown thatmatter is stable if Q' < 0.06 and Za2 < 0.04. A Iiew technique, called running
energy seale, is introduced in whieh the estimates are performed on all energy scalcs. As
another application of this idea a new Lieb--:-Thirring inequality for the sums of the negative
eigenvalues of T - U is obtained. Here T is the Pauli operator and -U is a potential.

Dirichlet Forms and Spectral Theory
Ivor McGillivray
Let H be the non-negative definite self-adjoint operator associated t.o a regular irreduciblc
Dirichlet form on L2

( .J(, m). Assume that JI has. discrete spectrUITl. We study perturba
tions of theoperator which arise through t~e imposition of Diriehlet boundary conditions
on a compact subset of )(. The eigenvalues of the perturbed operator are of course shiftcd

---to~the-right~Under-an~'ultracontrac_tiyjJ}'~~~.9l!git.~o!),__\V~:.~~_ow ~t the Inagnitude of the
shift cau be estilnated by the capaeity. We also obtain a capacityl-;);-er-boundfor iEe
ground state shift under suitable conditions. An application ta the '~crushed ice problelll"
was descri bed.

Spectrum of Schrödinger Operators With Strang Magnetic Field
Shu N akamura
This is joint woi·k with Ira Herbst. We consider a magnetic Schrödinger operator

and consider the asymptotie behaviaf of a(H()")). Let B(x) = rot A(x) be t.hc corrc
sponding magnetic field, and M = {x E jRn I B(x) = 0). We show that the spectrurn
converges to ei~her a periodic 01' a quasi-periodic orbit in A, in thc spacc of the subsets of
<C. The behavior depends on the geometrie properties of M. In particular, if n= 2 anel
8M is smooth, a(H(A))converges to a fixed set if and only if M is simply connected. Ir '.
Hl(M; IR) = lR (the first homology group), then a(H(A)) converges to a periodic orbit. •

t

A Proof of the Strong Scott COlljecture
Heinz Siedentop
The Schrödinger operator of ~n atom is

N Z N 1

HN,z = ?;(-ßv - f;,:I) + "~1 Ix,. - xvi
~<II

self-adjointly realized in I\~=l (L 2 (IR. 3
) 0 ((;1). Here

N is the number of electrons,
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Z is the nuclear charge and

q is the number of spin states per electron.

The strong Scott conjecture was proven by A. Iantchenko,. E. H. Lieb, and the speaker

in the following sense: Let JV = Z, U a bounded integrable function on §2, a > 0, pz a

sequence of grouod-states deosities of Hz,z, and pz{xJ = jJ(x/Z)/Z3. Then

( U{w)pz(aw)dw~ r U(w)dwpH(a)
1S2 JS2

~ ~

where pH(Jxl) = q L ItP~(x)12 and 1/;:: eigenfunctionsdefined by (-ß-rh)tP~= Ev 1/J:!.
v.Ev~O

.

On the Lieb-Thirring Estimates far the Pauli Operator

Alexander V. Sobolev
We establish Lieb-l'hirring type estimates für the sums Lk IAkj'>' of the negative eigenv.alues

Ak of the Pauli operator with a non-homogeneous magnetic field perturbed by a decreasing

electric potential.

ReSlllts and ProblenlS Related to Localization with -Periodie

Backgroulld Potelltials
Peter Stollmann .
In this talk" wc prescHt joint work with G. St.olz to the effect that far a model of the fornl

with a Zd-periodic VpP.T and a.n Anderson-type Vw the following holds: Near the lower band

edges of the spectrum of thc unperturbed operator

-~+Vper the operator exhibits point spcctrum with exponentially localized eigenfunctions

alnlost sllrely. \Ve show how thc necessary modifications to the Combes-Hislop praof of

localization at. the bottom of the spetrum is related to the shift of bands of a periodic

operator forced by an additional periodic Inultiplication operator.

Point Spectrum far a Wannier-Stark Hamiltonian

Günter Stolz
The Wannier-Stark Hamiltonian -~ - Fx + W with F =f 0 and W periodic has purely

absolutely continuous spectrum if W E C 2• Completely different spectral characteristics

are fOllOd for

d2

fl = --I'2 -Fx +L: A6'(x - na)
(.x n

F > 0, A f= 0, a > O.
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Avron, Last and Exner have shown that U ae = 0. Here we show that H'll = E'll has
superexponentially decaying solutions at +00 for almost every E E IR, the sanle being true
at -00 for every E E IR. Spectral averaging techniques can then be used to study the
operators:HJJ = 1/ + jlW, where I" E IR, W 2:: 0, ~ 0, compactly supported anel integrable.
It follows that HJJ has pure point spectrum for almost every It. An interesting open .
problem is to decide on (nol1- )discreteness of the spectrum, which is expected to depend ..
sensitivelyon the parameters F, Aand a. Almost nothing is known for the \Vannier-Stark
Hamiltonian with periodic b-interactions (instead of 8').

Universal Estimates für Eigenvalues of Schrödinger Operators
Joachim Stubbe
We prove and exploit an identity for thc spectra of self-adjoint operators 11 modeled on

_ the-DirichleLLaplacian_-or_,_n}Qr~gefl~r~J!y,_ 9..!!_~~h!§_~~ng~F9.ee~~_~s__?f_ thc fornl

H = (p - A(x))2 + V(xf, .

We derive inequalities involving sums, differences and ratiosof eigenvalues which extend
and improve previous resltlts by Hile and Protter. For the Dirichlet Laplacian these in
equalities are sharp for high lying eigenvalues in the sense that they are saturated by \JVeyl's
asymptotie expression.

Optimal LP-Lq Estimates für Schrödinger Semigroups witll
Magnetic Fields in Two Dimensions
Bernd Thaller
For a Sehrödinger operator H with a magnetic field B in two dimensions, i.e.,

e ~
t..

f1,r
'4.

eur! A = B 2:: Bo > 0,H = ~(\7 + iA)2
2

IletHull q ,

sup -1-1-11-' ~ A(q,p,i,Bo)
uELP u p

with an optimal constant /(. For eertain eombinations of q, p, t, the estimate is optiolal
in the sense that equali ty holds in (*) for B( x) = Bo (constant field) and u a centered
Gaussian function. The techniques used involve logarithmic Sobolev-inequalities. The
results can be used to obtain pointwise bounds on the integral kernel of etH

•

we prove
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Inverse N-Body Scattering
Ricardo Weder
In this talk I present recent results on the inverse N-body problem in quantum mechanics
that were obtained with a simple time-dependen~geometrie method. We prove that in
the short-range case the high velocity limit of the scattering operator determines uniquely
the potential. We also prove that for a given lang-range potential the high velocity limit
of the modified Dollard scattering operator determines uniquely the short-range potential.
Moreover we prove that any one of the Dollard scattering operators determines uniquely
the total potential.
The resuIts of this talk are contained in the following papers:
1) Enss, V. and Weder, R., "Inverse Potential Scattering: A Geometrical Approach" in
cluded in "Mathematical Quantum Theory 11: Schrödinger Operators", Proceedings of
the Summer School in Mathematical Quantum Theory, August 1993, Vancouver, B.C., J.
Feldn1an, R. Froese and L. Rosen editors, CRM Proceedings and Lecture Notes 8., AMS
Providence (1995)
2) Enss, V. and Weder, R., "Uniqueness and Reconstruction Formulae for Inverse N
Partide Scattering", to appear in: ~'Differential Equations and Mathematical Physics",
Proceedings of thc International Conference, Univ. of Alabama in Birmingham, March
1994, 1. Knowles editor, International Press Boston (ca. 1995)
3) Enss, V. and Weder, R., ~'The geometrical Approach to Multidimensional Inverse Scat
t.eringn

, .to appear in J. l\1ath. Phys. (1995)

On tlle Lieb-Thirring Canstants L'Y,l far ~2::. 1/2
Timo Weidl
Let {Eil denote the sequence of negative eigenvalues of the operator

(1) H = - d~2 - V(x), V(x) ~ 0 on L2(IR).

We prove, that 0 ::; V E LI (IR) implies

where the best constant on the r. h. s. can be estimated by 1/2 ~ L1/ 2 ,1 < 1.005. This
solves the "limit" case in the scale of Lieb-Thirring inequalities

We apply (2) to improve the upper bound on Lry,l for 1/2 < / < 3/2. In particular we
find LI,t < 0.854. l\1oreover (2) implies a new bound ~n the transmission coefficient of
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the problem (1). Ir one considers (1) as a Neumann problem on L2 (IR+), then (2) holds as
weil. For the respective constant L~2.1 on the r. h. s. of (2) we find 1 ~ L~2.1 < 1.005.

New Channels of Scattering far Three-Body Quantum Sytems a
with Long-Range Potentials •
D. Yafaev
We consider a system of three one-dimensional particles with 'one of the pair potentials
VO(XO) decaying at infnity as Ixol-P, 0 < p < 1/2. It is sh~wn that such a system
can possess channels of scattering not included in the usual list of channels called the
asymptotic completeness.

Reported by Silke Arians, Arnd v.cl. Heyden
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